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Abstract

This note briey discusses some of the classical results of McCulloch and Pitts. It then

deals with some current research in neural nets. Several questions about neural nets are

shown to be computationally di�cult by showing that they are NP-Complete or worse. The

size of neural nets necessary to compute functions or simulate machines is discussed, and

some worst case optimal results are given. The statistics of randomly chosen autonomous

nets are discussed, together with some approaches to understanding these statistics. Recent

results on the behavior of analog nets are discussed, and the possibility of silicon implemen-

tation is mentioned.

1 Introduction and Background

As we gather to commemorate a sad event, a death, we also gather to celebrate the life of one
of the most creative scientists of this century. Warren McCulloch died about 25 years ago, but
it was almost 50 years ago that he and Walter Pitts published one of the most cited papers in
history. I refer, of course, to the now classic paper, \A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent
in Nervous Activity."

As be�ts a ground breaking paper, there is a simple to state underlying idea, which can be
cast in the following syllogistic form:

1. the brain carries out logical thinking

2. logic describes logical thinking

3. therefore, the brain's functioning can be described by logic.

This idea has behind it the weight of two thousand years of Western philosophy, making it at
once both believable and banal. How can such an obvious idea have any interesting consequences?
Here McCulloch and Pitts made a great leap from philosophy to physiology. They identify the
abstract elements which compute logical functions with the neurons of the brain. Suddenly
abstract words like \AND" and \OR" become concrete viewable, measurable, biological entities.

Why hadn't this identi�cation been made before? I don't know, but at one place, at one
time, the people with the right knowledge and viewpoints came together. One should at least
mention that models of the neuron and neural nets predate McCulloch and Pitts. For example,
Rashevsky [24] and Hill [16] proposed models of the neuron, but their models were based on



di�erential equations. Further, Rashevsky and his group [25, 17] created networks of their model
neurons and used these networks to explain experimental results from physiology and psychology.

How were McCulloch and Pitts di�erent from their counterparts? Walter Pitts never com-
pleted a degree, but according to legend he is the only person, other than Bertrand Russell,
to have read and understood all of Whitehead and Russell's \Principia Mathematica." Where
Russell had attempted to reduce all of mathematics to logic, Pitts would try to reduce all of life
to logic. Warren McCulloch, on the other hand, had completed degrees in philosophy, theology,
and medicine, and mathematics was not his strongest suit. McCulloch was interested in the Big
Picture. He wanted to create a new philosophy that was appropriate for a scienti�c age. In
this new philosophy, vague metaphysical concepts had to be replaced by concrete elements which
could be measured and manipulated by the scientist. McCulloch's attitude can be seens from a
little joke he used to tell. For many years, he was associated with the EE department at MIT.
For most people, he explained, EE stood for electrical engineering, but for him, EE stood for
experimental epistemology.

Perhaps such backgrounds were necessary to create the logical model of the neuron, because
in creating a model one must pick out exactly the relevant part of a phenomenon and ignore all
of the other aspects. Newton did not record whether the apple was red or green, only that it fell
down. Galileo demonstrated that weight was irrelevant by dropping spheres of di�erent weight,
but he did not drop bodies with di�erent shapes. So McCulloch and Pitts used physiological
evidence in support of their model, but ignored details like the biochemistry which were irrelevant
to their model.

Of course, a model, as well as describing its phenomenon, must be in concert with the spirit of
its age. A model not in concert with its time, will probably have zero impact. Luckily the logical
model of McCulloch and Pitts found acceptance because it was only slightly ahead of its time.
In 1943, there were no digital computers, and the locution \electronic brain" was still a decade
in the future. As someone has remarked, we try to compare the brain with the most complicated
artifact we have. In the early 40's, this most complicated artifact was the telephone exchange,
and the brain had been compared to a very large telephone exchange. The idea of describing an
exchange as a Boolean contact network was in its infancy, and so the McCulloch-Pitts model did
reect the technology of its age. But the McCulloch-Pitts model was a gate network rather than
a contact network. The importance and technological relevance of gate networks was described
a few years later by John von Neumann [23]. In the most widely cited unpublished paper, von
Neumann described how a slightly modi�ed version of the McCulloch-Pitts model could be used
to describe the logical design of a digital computer. In creating the logical description, von
Neumann was pointing out that from the perspective of what one wants a computer to do, the
underlying electric or electronic properties are irrelevant. A computer could be designed using
physical properties, other than electronics, without changing the logical design.

I hope this brief background indicates that the McCulloch-Pitts model was the right model
at the right time. It would take several volumes to even outline the developments in theory and
application of neural nets in the past 50 years. So in this brief paper, I will have to content myself
with mentioning a few subareas that I and my colleagues having been working on recently. I
have split these into four headings: complexity, size, random nets, and analog nets; and I will
devote one short section to each of these topics.

2 Complexity

One of the most attractive properties of neural nets is that their �nite size and �nite number of
states allow algorithmic methods for solving questions about them. But in the past two decades
the study of computational complexity has lead to the classi�cation of problems as \easy" and
\hard". Those problems which possess an algorithm with run time bounded by a polynomial in
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Figure 1: Relationship between complexity classes and some problems.

the size of the input are easy problems. I will call such algorithms fast algorithms. While problems
without such an algorithm are hard. Even when one has no proof of the non-existence of a fast
algorithm, one can still call the problem hard if one can show that the problem is the hardest
problem within some well-de�ned class of problems. For example, NP is the class of problems
which have fast algorithms if one augments the usual computer instructions with a magical
\guess" instruction, which always chooses the correct alternative from a set of possibilities. A
hardest problem for NP is called NP-Complete, and NP-Complete problems are considered to be
too hard to be practically algorithmically solvable.

The point, of course, is that many of the questions one would like to answer about neural nets
are NP-Complete problems. Consider a single neuron with n inputs, and some Boolean function
which speci�es the output as a function of the inputs. If one allows a general Boolean expression,
and asks if there is some setting of the inputs that will turn the neuron on, one is faced with an
NP-Complete problem. In fact, this is the well-known SAT problem (see Garey and Johnson [11]
for more details). For McCulloch and Pitts neurons, on the other hand, this problem is easy. To
determine if there is an input setting which turns the neuron on, one only has to check to see if
the sum of the positive weights is greater than threshold. If so, there will be one or more input
settings which turn the neuron on.

On might hope that the special McCulloch-Pitts formwould allow one to avoid NP-Completeness,
but NP-Completeness quickly appears in problems which seem only slightly more complicated.
The following problems about McCulloch-Pitts neural nets are NP-Complete:

1. Is there a setting of the inputs which simultaneously turns on all the neurons in a (single-
level) neural net?

2. Given an autonomous neural net and a speci�ed state, is there a state so that if the net is
started in this state, then the net will enter the speci�ed state?

3. Given a loop-free net with n inputs and n outputs, does the net compute a noninvertible
function from the inputs to the outputs?

4. Given an autonomous net, are there some transient states?

5. Given two loop-free nets, is the function computed by one net di�erent from the function
computed by the other net?



This is just a sample of some of the questions about neural nets which turn out to be NP-
Complete, but there are questions about neural nets which seem to be even harder. For example,
the equivalence problem for neural nets is PSPACE-Complete. By PSPACE we mean the class
of all problems which can be solved by algorithms which use memory space bounded by a poly-
nomial in the size of the input. As usual, complete means the hardest problem in this class.
The equivalence problem is determining if the two neural nets recognize the same set of input
sequences. A neural net functions as a recognizer when there is a speci�ed initial state and a
speci�ed output neuron. The neural net recognizes an input sequence when the neural net is
started in the speci�ed initial state, is fed the input sequence, and turns on the output neuron
when the input sequence is �nished.

The point is that even though there are algorithms for questions about neural nets, these
algorithms may be practically useless because they use unreasonably large amounts of time.
Figure 1 displays the relationship between the mentioned complexity classes and the locations of
several problems.

3 Size

McCulloch and Pitts [21] and Kleene [19] exactly characterized the abilities of neural nets. In
particular, they showed that every Boolean function can be computed by a loop-free neural
net, and that every �nite state machine can be simulated by a neural net with loops. These
demonstrations were constructive and therefore give upper bounds on the number of neurons
required.

These constructions suggest two natural questions:

1. Are these constructions worst case optimal? That is, do the construction use the fewest
neurons possible for some situations. Of course, we expect there to be speci�c functions or
machines which can be computed by smaller neural nets then those given by the construc-
tions.

2. Can one name speci�c functions or machines for which the constructions are optimal?
This question seems to presuppose that the answer to (1) is yes, but if one �nds a better
construction, then (2) can be asked about the new construction.

McCulloch and Pitts showed that every Boolean function of n variables can be computed by
a loop-free neural net with at most 2n neurons. Their construction made use of the disjunctive
canonical form which states that any Boolean function can be computed as a disjunction (ORing
together) of terms, where each term is a conjunction (ANDing together) of literals, and a literal
is a variable or the negation of a variable. This form is canonical when each variable appears
exactly once in each term. When all variables are not required to appear in every term, the form
is called a disjunctive normal form. A function may have a number of di�erent normal forms,
but the canonical form is unique up to the order in which the terms appear and the order in
which the variables appear in a term.

The McCulloch-Pitts construction is based on the observation that each term can be computed
by a single neuron, and the ORing of terms can also be computed by a single neuron. This
construction may not be practical because the term neurons will have n inputs and the OR
neurons may have about 2n inputs. The number of inputs is usually called the \fan-in", and
for practical nets there should be some �xed constant upper bound on the fan-in. Further, this
construction can badly overestimate the number of neurons needed to compute a function. For
example, the \majority" function which ouputs 1 if at least half of the inputs are on, can be
computed by a single neuron, but any method based on disjunctive normal form will use about
2n=
p
n neurons.
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Figure 2: Simulation of randomly chosen 31 neuron nets.

In one sense the size problem has been solved. Shannon [27] showed that with fan-in 2
almost all functions require 2n=n neurons, and Lupanov [20] gave a constuction which built a
net with about 2n=n neurons. On the other hand, these results are disappointing because they
don't specify a function which requires this number of neurons. In fact, Wegener [28] states that
no one knows how to prove that any speci�c function requires more than a constanst times n
neurons.

For machines, it is well known [22] that any n state machine can be simulated by a net with
about n neurons. Recently Alon et al. [1] have given a construction which uses about n3=4 neurons.
They also show that at least (n log n)1=3 neurons are required. More satisfactorily, they show
that with constant fan-in, or with simultaneous limits on fan-out, weights and thresholds, then
about n neurons are required. These results present the seeming paradox that the 2n states of an
n neuron neural net are required to simulate the n states of a machine. A possible explanation is
that the Minsky construction works for both deterministic and nondeterminsitic machines, and
it is known that some n state nondeterministic machines require about 2n determisitic states. So
it may be that the number of neurons required to simulate a machine is related to the minimum
number of nondeterministic states rather than to the number of deterministic states.

4 Random Nets

Some years ago, Kau�man [18] proposed that certain biological phenomenon could be explained
if one could understand the state cycles generated by autonomous neural nets (nets with no
inputs). By simulating randomly chosen nets, Kau�man showed that nets with low fan-in had
short state cycles, while nets with high fan-in had very long state cycles. Figure 2 shows some
results of our simulations con�rming Kau�man's results.

Since random nets in which every neuron receives an input from every neuron correspond to
state mappings that are random mappings, reasonable probabilistic techniques can be used to
study the expected behavior of such nets. Such results were computed long ago by Rubin and
Sitgreaves [26], and summarized more recently by Gelfand [12]. To study nets with other than
complete fan-in, other techniques seem to be needed.

Back in 1971, I developed a linearization technique for studying neural nets [4]. Because the



linearization was over the �nite �eld GF(2), it did not allow the calculation of expected values.
Subsequently, Caianiello [2, 3] developed a rational �eld linearization. In [5, 7], I have shown
how the results for nets with complete fan-in can be computed using this rational linearization.
In the future, I hope to be able to use the linearization to compute the expected behavior of nets
with other fan-ins.

On the other hand, perhaps the complicated calculations based on the linearization will be
unnecessary, because cycle length may obey a 0-1 law. One version of a theorem due to Fagin [9]
says that if a property of a structure can be stated in �rst order logic, then as the number of
elements in the structure goes to in�nity, the probability that the structure has the property
goes exponentially to 0 or to 1. For example, this theorem can be used to show that there is
a ĉ, so that if every vertex in a graph with n vertices has degree greater than ĉ log n then the
probability that the graph has a Hamiltonian cycle goes to 1 as n goes to in�nity. Similarly, if
the degree is less than ĉ log n, then the probability that the graph has a Hamiltonian cycle goes
to 0. Such a 0-1 law might apply to neural nets. There may be a critical value of the fan-in so
that nets which have fan-in greater than the critical value will have long state cycles with high
probability, while nets with fan-in less than the critical value will have short state cycles with
high probability.

We have run into some di�culties trying to apply Fagin's theorem to random neural nets.
First we had di�culty trying to state the property that the net has a long state cycle as a �rst
order property of a net. The di�culty is that the property occurs in the state space, which is
somewhat removed from the connections and functions used to describe the neural net. Second,
following the suggestions of Figure 2, if there is a critical value of fan-in, the critical value should
occur between 2 and 3. We have carried out detailed simulations in this range and found a
gradual increase in average cycle length rather than a step-like transition from low to high cycle
length. Further, when we looked at the increase in cycle length as a function of the number of
neurons, there seemed to be a slow increase rather than the exponential increase predicted by
Fagin's theorem.

Another concept closely related to randomness is \chaos". Experimentalists have been mea-
suring brain waves for years, and having great di�culty explaining these waves in terms of linear
systems theory. Recently some researchers, for example Freeman [10], have suggested that brains
are highly nonlinear systems and so chaotic behavior should be expected in normally functioning
brains.

We reasoned that if chaos is typical then we should also expect to �nd it in simulated networks.
We attempted to �nd chaos by looking at the correlation dimension of the eventual trajectory
found by picking a random starting state and running a net for 100 time units to get rid of
transients. As expected, for low fan-in we got cycles that were too short for our method to
measure their dimension. Also as expected for high fan-in nets, the method reported that the
trajectories were essentially random and did not measure dimension. We expected that medium
fan-in nets would have measurable dimension, but the method also reported that these trajectories
were essentially random. More details can be found in [6].

Perhaps another method would allow us to �nd chaos, or perhaps there is a 0-1 law saying
that a net has either small cycles or essentially random cycles.

5 Analog Nets

The McCulloch-Pitts neuron is the prototypical digital device, but many feel that a \real" de-
scription of a neuron should be a continuous time, continuous state description, and the digital
neuron is some sort of an approximation to the real analog neuron. Recently, Hangartner and I
have been looking at the relationship between analog and digital neurons.

That analog devices behave digitally is the basis for a large part of electronics engineering



and allows for the construction of electronic computers. It is part of the engineering folklore
that when the gain is high enough any circuit from a large class will eventually settle into one of
two states, which can be used to represent Boolean 0 and 1. As far as we can tell, this theorem
and its proof has never been published, but they probably appear in a now unobtainable MIT
technical report of the 1950s.

We have worked on extending this analysis from a single analog neuron to a net of such
neurons. While much more complicated phenomena are possible in such a net, we were able to
show that under the assumption of high gain, if a consistent ternary (3-state) model of the net is
possible, then many phenomena are not possible. In particular, neurons cannot get stuck except
at their Boolean values. Our ternary analysis will allow one to decide whether and at which
Boolean value the net will settle, or allow one to show that the net will continue oscillating.

We have used our ternary analysis method to show that the pattern generator network of
tritonia must oscillate. This is the network observed by Getting [13]. We also showed that
an excitatory/inhibitatory synapse proposed by Getting is unnecessary to make the network
oscillate. While our ternary model can demonstrate oscillation, it cannot predict the detailed
form of the oscillation. Using some information from Getting and some guesses for parameter
values, we were able to simulate the networks and produce an oscillation that was reasonably
similar to observed oscillations. Details of this work appear in [8] and [15].

Of course, we used a digital computer to run our simulations of analog neurons. But as we
have mentioned, such a computer is based on using analog circuits which behave as Boolean
gates. So at a few levels removed we are using analog circuits to simulate analog nets. It would
be more e�cient to use analog circuits directly. Hangartner [14] has shown that it is possible
to design an analog neuron which could be directly implemented in VLSI technology. Perhaps
in the future such neurons will be fabricated, and it will be possible to study large scale neural
nets by studying nets directly implemented in silicon. Such nets will give us the large scale
parallelism found in actual brains, and the silicon implementation will allow speeds considerably
greater than the speeds of the biological counterpart.

6 Conclusion

Fifty years after the pioneering work of McCulloch and Pitts, the study of neural nets is alive and
active. I have briey mentioned some of the topics that I and my colleagues have been working
on, but I have not touched on either optimization or learning. These two topics have become so
active that when I mention that I am working on neural nets, I have to explain that my focus
is not on learning and optimization. The future looks bright and we can look forward to the
development of large scale parallel processing based on neural nets. On the other hand, we have
learned that such developments will depend on the economic decisions of funding agencies rather
than on scienti�c merit.
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